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PAVO & TUSKER
Following the trend of using animal 
names in tech companies, the unusual 
combination of elephant and peacock 
were encapsulated in a minimalistic logo.



MAXINA DECORS
For this interior design company the 
logo was based on the symbols used in 
architectural plans and diagrams.



DUGOUT - SPORTS TERMINAL
Since Dugout is an indoor sports 
terminal for cricket and football, it 
was a no brainer to include elements 
from cricket and football in the logo. 
Hence stumps and a football were 
incorporated in the logo with a rustic 
sporty texture.



S STUDIOS 
This simple yet meaningful logo represents 
the initials of the photographer like the 
focus brackets of a camera.



JOINT FOREST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
JFMC, Thoubal is an governmental 
agency in the Thoubal district of Manipur 
that works towards the sustainable 
management of forest resources. 
The logo was designed incorporating 
the signature north eastern bamboo 
handicrafts and the title in earthy colours



LEANLYTICS
In corporate colours of teal and green, 
this logo for a technological startup is a 
representation of the letter L.



CITY SQUARE CAFETERIA
This logo captures their signature dish 
in its essence, The Shawarma. As an 
improvement in the logo, the brand 
initials CSC were also emblazoned in the 
shawarma grill.



NAVGRAHA CREATIONS
A unique fashion venture that blends 
tradition and trend, we crafted a 
beautiful yet minimalistic logo in pastel 
shades.



IFS ASSOCIATION, MANIPUR
This official logo for the IFS Association 
of Manipur has several elements of local 
importance such as the Sangai deer 
which is the state animal of Manipur and 
Kangla Sha, a mythological creature that 
is half-lion and half-dragon which is also 
the state emblem of Manipur.



L1 SUPPLY NETWORKS
For this construction supplies portal, 
we opted for a sleek and minimal logo 
that incorporated their name as a 
mirror image with the characters L and 
1. Including the name or the initials in 
the logo goes a long way in building the 
brand identity and easy recollection.



WONDERBIRD EXIM
We incorporated a regal outlook for 
this premium EXIM company through 
an eagle, olive branches completed 
with a classy golden sheen. 



SOMETHING FISHY
For this unique startup with a quirky 
name, the logo captures the essence 
of their business as a fish bone created 
with geometric shapes.



SRI CHILD CLINIC  
This paediatric logo was conceptualised 
keeping in mind elements and colors 
that will best suit for child care facilities. 
Hence we narrowed it down to a 
butterfly in vibrant colors.
 



VGO TRIPS
This logo for a transport company 
was done using the letter and the 
geo-location symbol to meaningfully 
incorporate industry related elements.



REDPIPER GROUP
This logo depicts a red bird as a minimal 
design in accordance with the client 
requirement which was to incorporate 
the color red in the logo and the name.



VONAMOR MEDIA
Inspired from the Russian royal family of 
ROMANOV, the logo is represented as a 
mirror image including a traditional king’s 
crown in the royal golden hues. 



DATAZ
Dataz is an corporate training 
and consulting venture that helps 
organisations to reduce costs, sharpen 
their business focus and obtain 
quantifiable results. To represent their 
work, we included a growth graph with a 
solid typeface.



SHAWARMANIA
In the vibrant colours of orange and 
black, this logo clearly represents the 
USP of the restaurant, Shawarmas.



SYNAPSYS
This typeface logo for  a tech company 
related to artificial intelligence uses 
elements like neurons in the brain.



MAGIZHVITHU MAGIZH
For this social initiative that provides 
food and clothing to the less fortunate, 
we represented their name as a smiley 
in the tamil font logo.
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